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LONDON: Factory activity contracted across Asia
and Europe in July, fuelling worries a prolonged
trade war and an economic slowdown could tilt the
world towards recession, which central banks
would have to fight with depleted ammunition.

Manufacturing activity in the eurozone fell at
its steepest rate since late 2012 last month as de-
mand sank, a survey compiled by IHS Markit
showed, puncturing sentiment among factory
managers.

Forward-looking indicators in yesterday’s sur-
vey suggest manufacturing won’t rebound anytime
soon and is likely to embolden policymakers at the
European Central Bank, who last week all but
promised to ease policy further as the bloc’s
growth outlook deteriorates. Earlier figures from
Germany, Europe’s largest economy, showed a re-
cession among its manufacturers deepened. France
and much of the rest of the eurozone also faltered.

“The manufacturing sector is going through
some sort of correction, some of it due to trade un-
certainty, some of it due to a slowdown in other
countries,” said Jacqui Douglas, chief European
macro strategist at TD Securities.

“Some of the commentary ... is about the falling
demand from Asia, so there is some sort of global
phenomenon going on here where manufacturing
is getting hit quite hard.”

British manufacturers’ output fell by the most in
seven years last month, adding to signs the econ-

omy may slip into recession as businesses confront
falling demand from Europe and the risk of a dis-
ruptive no-deal Brexit. New Prime Minister Boris
Johnson has promised to take Britain out of the Eu-
ropean Union on Oct. 31, regardless of whether he
can secure a revised transition deal with the bloc.

Other Purchasing Managers’ Indexes showed
export-driven economies in North Asia - Japan,
South Korea and Taiwan - have been in pain for
longer. South Korea’s exports, a bellwether for
global trade, tumbled for an eighth straight month
as an escalating political and economic dispute
with neighboring Japan painted an increasingly
gloomy picture for Asia’s fourth-largest economy.

Taiwan’s streak of contraction reached its 10th
month, while Indonesia’s PMI fell below 50 for the
first time in six months. Vietnam, Philippines and
Thailand PMIs suggested mild growth. In India,
where the economy relies more on domestic de-
mand, manufacturing growth picked up. 

Rates falling
As expected, the Federal Reserve cut interest

rates on Wednesday, but Chairman Jerome Powell
said the move was not necessarily the start of a
lengthy easing cycle. He also signaled, however,
that the Fed might cut further. The Bank of Japan
and the ECB have signaled their readiness to ease,
although they have less room to move than the Fed.

Expectations have grown that the BOJ’s next

policy move will be to ease, and the ECB is ex-
pected to cut rates in September, according to
Reuters polls of economists. In Hong Kong, the
central bank cut its base rate for the first time in a
decade, as its currency peg to the US dollar forced
the monetary authority to move with the Fed. Cen-
tral banks in Australia, India and Russia, among
others, have also already loosened policy. 

And while more stimulus from Chinese policy-
makers is expected, the People’s Bank of China
gave no sign of whether it will immediately follow
the Fed’s rate cut, as it has done on occasion. The
International Monetary Fund has warned their
trade dispute will reduce global output by 0.2 per-
cent. Many economists say any escalation could
lead to a global recession. — Reuters

Factory pain spreads through 
Asia, Europe; stimulus expected

Manufacturing shrinks in Japan, much of Europe

RAWALPINDI: People eat charity food at a roadside restaurant in Rawalpindi. Nearly one year after the election
which brought Imran Khan to power in Pakistan, the cricket-hero-turned-prime-minister faces growing anger
as he chases an elusive target: how to right the South Asian nation’s teetering economy. —AFP

Shell blames 
lower energy 
prices for 
profit squeeze
LONDON:  Energy giant Royal Dutch Shell said yesterday its
net profit was halved in the second quarter due to lower oil and
gas prices as well as lower margins in refining. The net profit for
the three months to the end of June came in at $3 billion, com-
pared to $6 billion in the same period last year and in the first
quarter of this year.

Investors’ preferred yardstick of performance that strips out
variations in the price of crude oil and natural gas, CCS earnings,
fell by 26 percent to $3.5 billion. Michael Hewson, chief market
analyst at CMC Markets UK, said that figure was well below
expectations of $4.9bn. “Shell has blamed the miss on profits
on the recent weakness in the oil price, however this doesn’t re-
ally stack up given that Q2 average oil prices were higher than
in Q1,” he said in a note to clients. 

Shell’s strong position in natural and liquefied natural gas had
previously helped it weather fluctuations in crude oil prices, but
Hewson noted that gas prices have now fallen too, halving from
their levels last year. A four-percent increase in output, to 3.6
million barrels per day of oil equivalent, helped compensate in
part. Shell took the opportunity yesterday to announce $2.75
billion in share buybacks through October 28. However, Shell’s
A shares fell 4.3 percent in morning trading in London while the
FTSE 100 blue chip index was 0.3 percent lower. —AFP 

Shares in 
SocGen surge
after capital 
base beefed up
PARIS:  Shares in French banking giant So-
ciete Generale surged yesterday as markets
welcomed assurances that it had strength-
ened its capital base despite weaker profits
in the second quarter.

Chief executive Frederic Oudea said the
bank was successfully increasing its level of
capital and had achieved a key target in the

first half of this year. Net profits for the sec-
ond quarter weakened to 1.05 billion euros
($1.16 billion) from 1.2 billion euros in the
same period last year, a drop of almost 14
percent. But Oudea said the bank had raised
its Core Equity Tier 1 target-a ratio of equity
capital and disclosed reserves to risk-
weighted assets, which measures a bank’s fi-
nancial strength-to 12 percent in the first half
of this year. “Societe Generale has provided
further evidence of the successful execution of
its strategic plan with two priority financial ob-
jectives: increasing its level of capital and im-
proving profitability,” Oudea said in a
statement. Markets welcomed the news, with
Societe Generale shares trading up 4.4 percent
at 23.14 euros on the Paris stock exchange.

There had been concerns over the last
years about the financial condition of Societe

Generale after it emerged as the French bank
with the weakest results in so-called “stress
tests” of European lenders.

The second-quarter earnings-based on
a banking income of 6.3 billion euros, down
2.6 percent from a year earlier-were in line
with analysts’ expectations. The bank is in
the throes of a broad restructuring program
which saw Societe Generale announce in
April it plans to cut 1,600 jobs worldwide,
including around 750 in France. It is emerg-
ing from a difficult period that included a
$1.3 billion fine last year by the United
States on charges it had violated US sanc-
tions on Cuba, Iran and other countries. It
has also been shadowed by the case of its
former trader Jerome Kerviel, whose deals
cost the bank 4.9 billion euros after they
turned sour. —AFP


